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This book is dedicated to its readers, who will be transformative in the world.

It is dedicated to the many Indigenous women and children who suffered and continue to suffer exile from communities and families because of colonialism, patriarchy and racist, sexist Indian Acts and band councils.

It is dedicated to the many Indigenous women, especially the elders, who suffer from poverty and exclusion.

It is dedicated to every Indigenous person who has learned to hate herself — and then to respect herself.

It is dedicated to every Indigenous scholar in the halls of colonial universities.

It is dedicated to every woman everywhere who has lived with violence — for which there is no justification, even if there is an explanation.

It is dedicated to the memory of the missing and murdered and the incarcerated ones.

May peace be with you all.
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Taking More Account of Indigenous Feminism

An Introduction

Joyce Green

When the first edition of this book was published in 2007, there was little scholarship on or activism mobilized by Indigenous\(^1\) feminism, and very few Indigenous activists self-identified as feminist. Yet, those few voices have made space for more work about Indigenous feminism, and for explicitly feminist Indigenous voices. That space has produced better analysis of the conditions that affect Indigenous women’s lives, in particular, of colonialism and the violence that attends it. Ten years later much has changed. There is a significant body of writing relevant to Indigenous feminism, and within some Indigenous and non-Indigenous political organizations there is some recognition that gendered analysis is critical for political legitimacy and for sound policy and strategy.

Briefly, this book was conceptualized after a number of incidents experienced by me and others in which our academic and activist claims respecting Indigenous women were dismissed because of their feminist fingerprints. Indeed, I’ve twice had the unsalutory experience of presenting on Indigenous feminism at conferences and being publicly rebuked by other Aboriginal women, who insisted that there is simply no such thing, despite my experiences and my data; and that, moreover, feminism as both a theoretical approach and as an activist stance is unAboriginal. I knew that wasn’t true, but I appreciated both the depth of the resistance and its effect in silencing analyses and prescriptions that were remotely related to feminism. It seemed important to review the experiences of Aboriginal feminists and to take note of the positions that elicited such condemnatory responses.

Working with a feminist affinity group of which I am a member, the Kitchen Table Collective, and also with Status of Women Canada and the now-defunct Saskatchewan Institute of Public Policy, I held a symposium on Aboriginal
Feminism in 2002 at the University of Regina. The symposium was attended by self-identified Aboriginal feminists and some Indigenous women who were interested in women’s issues but were not familiar with feminism. The presentations and discussions at the symposium impelled the edited collection, *Making Space for Indigenous Feminism* (2007). Ten years on, there are more things to say about this topic. The political climate for Aboriginal feminism has shifted, though there is more room for expansion. There are more alliances between Indigenous and settler activists and academics, united by common goals, shared analyses and solidarities. Yet there is still a fundamental hostility toward feminism in communities and in universities. Most of the Aboriginal women who identify as feminist remain cautious about claiming the label and about explicitly invoking the analysis. The lack of intellectual and political space for the vigorous and free exchange of ideas, including critical and oppositional ideas such as feminism, suggests that Aboriginal feminists do not enjoy enough security in either Indigenous or settler state forums to participate routinely in the freedoms of speech, thought and association that are considered minimums for expression of civil liberties and citizenship in contemporary Canada, nor for the practice of academic freedom in universities. One can also infer that it is difficult for feminist Indigenous women to contribute to the public and political processes in Indigenous communities and organizations.

In 2007, there was virtually no explicit writing on Indigenous feminism, although there was some work critiquing feminist solidarity across colour and colonial lines, such as Aileen Moreton-Robinson’s *Talkin’ Up to the White Woman* (2000). Subsequently, a number of important theoretical and activist contributions have bolstered this slim corpus. The gap points to the invisibility of Indigenous women in progressive social movements and in academia, and to the unthinking racism that has enabled some to fail to see Indigenous women in their full historical and contemporary contexts: as simultaneously Indigenous and female, and as contemporary persons living in the context of colonial oppression by the occupying state and populations of, for example, Canada, the U.S., Aotearoa/New Zealand and Australia, with their racist mythologies, institutions and practices. Thus, the impetus behind the 2002 symposium on Aboriginal Feminism and then *Making Space for Indigenous Feminism* was the need to make some space for Indigenous feminist voices.

Subsequently, a number of prominent Indigenous scholars have recognized the significance of feminist analyses and theories, and some are deploying them in their own work. Dene scholar Glen Coulthard, for example, writes, “the crucial interventions of Indigenous feminist scholarship and activism over the years have made it impossible for any credible scholar … to ignore the impact that colonial patriarchy continues to have on our national liberation efforts” (Coulthard 2014: 157; emphasis in original). Anishnabe scholar John Borrows takes up gender
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(though not feminism) in the context of colonialism and resistance in helpful ways (2016: 181–204). Moreover, there has been a rise in critical feminist post-colonial and anti-racist writing that frames Canada as a colonial settler state infused with racist conceptions about Indigenous peoples (see, for example, Thobani 2007; Dhamoon 2009; Mawani 2009; Razack 2002, 2016). Much important work has been done by non-Indigenous scholars tilling the fields of feminist, anti-racist and post-colonial theory. A number of Indigenous scholars have contributed work that, while not always explicitly or even implicitly feminist, provides important insights for Indigenous and other feminist scholars. Thus, the scholarly literature is more robust and the theoretical contributions are more likely to take up gendered and raced accounts of Indigenous peoples. And there are a few prominent Indigenous leaders who have incorporated gendered analyses into their politics. Yet, sexism, misogyny and racism continue to afflict Indigenous women, and serious engagement with these factors is not yet consistent or routine in either Indigenous or settler governments and communities. There is an urgent need for the consistent application of the analyses and tools provided by Indigenous feminism.

Indigenous feminism has routinely been denigrated as untraditional, inauthentic, non-liberatory for Indigenous women and illegitimate as an ideological position, political analysis and organizational process. However, the existence of powerful, theoretically informed and politically potent Indigenous feminist voices provides evidence to the contrary. *Making Space* documented a number of important Indigenous feminists (see also Blaney and Grey Chapter 12) who choose the label, the ideological position, the analysis and the process. Their work has been profoundly important for Indigenous women’s issues. Moreover, a growing number of non-Indigenous and Indigenous scholars of critical race, feminist, ecological, socialist, Indigenist and post-colonial theory take up gender, race and colonialism. These additional theoretical and empirical tools are welcome and useful for both scholars and activists. The fear and marginalization that Indigenous feminists felt so keenly because of explicit hostility to the presence and analyses of Indigenous feminists are somewhat mitigated (though not erased) in 2017. More Indigenous women take the label, use the analyses and work for liberatory objectives consistent with feminism.

In 2017, there are both explicitly feminist Indigenous organizations and organizations that work for Indigenous women and either use feminist methodologies or ally with feminist organizations. A sterling case in point is the collaboration between the Canadian Feminist Alliance for International Action (FAFIA) and the Native Women’s Association of Canada (NWAC), who collaborated on a submission to the United Nations Committee for the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (2016). In their submission, FAFIA and NWAC draw on the earlier reports of international United Nations bodies critical of Canada’s inability or...
unwillingness to guarantee the human rights of Indigenous women and girls. They criticize the Canadian government’s National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls (MMIWG), and make recommendations to improve the Inquiry and Canada’s general political stance toward Indigenous women and girls. FAFLA and NWAC demonstrate that feminist analysis and solidarity can be important tools for improving the conditions of Indigenous women’s lives through political action and solidarity over time. The Aboriginal Women’s Action Network (AWAN) is another organization that uses explicitly feminist approaches to tackle important issues affecting Indigenous women in southwestern British Columbia (Blaney and Grey Chapter 12). More locally focused than NWAC and FAFLA, AWAN performs important work in its projects, many of which are deployed in the Downtown East Side of Vancouver, sometimes called Canada’s poorest postal code. AWAN is also important for its ability to recruit women into organizing, encourage them in developing political and organizational skills, and mentor them into public and leadership roles.

INDIGENOUS FEMINISM

Indigenous feminism draws on core elements of Indigenous cultures — in particular, the nearly universal connection to land, to territory, through relationships framed as a sacred responsibility (Chambers and Blood 2012; Stewart-Harawira 2005: 136) predicated on reciprocity (Kuokkanen 2007: 145; Coulthard 2014: 77–78) and definitive of culture and identity (Chambers and Blood 2012; Palmater 2011: 168). For Indigenous decolonization and for Indigenous feminism, the connection with and alienation from land remain major political factors. Colonialism and its successor settler states are predicated on the theft of and exploitation of Indigenous lands and the oppression of Indigenous peoples, justified by the racist myths that are still encoded in settler cultures.

Inevitably, identity is also a central factor for Indigenous feminists. Specific identity connects people to particular territory. And particularly in Canada, Indigenous women have been socially and legislatively deprived of their connections to their territories through colonial practices. These range from the sexist, racist iterations of the Indian Act — which continues to discriminate against classes of Indians in the matter of status and entitlement to programs and rights — to the dispersal and subordination of the Métis, and including policies such as racist and genocidal education and child “care” practices of colonial governments, both of which have fractured Indigenous families and denied children their family relationships, languages and cultural frameworks.

Indigenous feminism is inextricably bound to the experiences of Indigenous...
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peoples with colonialism, with its legitimating ideology of racism and white privilege and with the oppressive reality of the contemporary settler state that is infused with the ideology and thus enacts it in political culture and policy. Colonialism affects both Indigenous men and women, but not identically. Maile Arvin et al. write: “Native feminist theories centrally address two intertwined ideas that are significant but often overlooked in feminist discourses: the United States and many other Western countries, including Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, are settler colonial nation-states, and settler colonialism has been and continues to be a gendered process” (2013: 9; see also Brownlie 2012). That gendered colonial process has produced insidious stereotypes of Indigenous women, whose objectification “by Europeans in the nineteenth century has left a legacy of marginalization within Indigenous societies as much as within the colonizing society” (L. Smith 1999: 46). One consequence of this marginalization is the heightened vulnerability to physical and emotional male violence and to being murdered. As Andrea Smith (2005: 1) notes, “gender violence is not simply a tool of patriarchal control, but also serves as a tool of racism and colonialism.” And, it is “intimately linked with the broader colonial context” (Borrows 2016: 188). Another consequence is the frequency of alienation from the very land that inscribes duties and cultural relevance on Indigenous women.

Indigenous feminism is similar to other feminist positions in its foregrounding of women’s experiences and advocacy for women’s rights and interests, in its recognition of the gendered and raced nature of social experiences, and in its identification of the oppressive nature of patriarchy. It is distinct from other feminisms in its fundamental familiarity with the oppressions enacted through colonialism and in its formulation of a feminist critique derived from that experience. In Canada and in other settler states, colonialism is indubitably the single most urgent structural condition affecting Indigenous women. There is no doubt that colonialism was shaped by patriarchy and racism and that Indigenous peoples were subjected to the consequent normative assumptions and structural processes (LaRocque Chapter 7; see also Anderson 1991; Dhamoon 2009; LaRocque 2010; Kauanui 2008; Lawrence 2004; Mawani 2009; McCallum 2014; Palmater 2011, 2015; A. Smith 2005; L. Smith 1999; Suzack et al. 2010; Thobani 2007).

Throughout the 2002 Aboriginal Feminism Symposium it became clear that the attending women experience a profound lack of security in their professional, political and personal lives as Aboriginal women and as self-conscious feminists; as racialized Others in a racist society; and as Indigenous persons located in (and sometimes, excluded from) colonized Indigenous communities. The very label “Aboriginal feminist” was fraught for symposium participants. The high degree of popular antipathy to feminism makes many women anxious about being identified with it. The entirely ludicrous stereotypes (see the Pat Robertson quote below) that
have been attached to the term repel many women, who do not want to be similarly stereotyped. And for Indigenous women, the likelihood of being challenged for being inauthentic or as settler state fifth columnists makes identification as feminist especially dangerous. Speaking at the 2002 Aboriginal Feminism Symposium about the pressures exerted against Aboriginal feminists, Sharon McIvor said that once Aboriginal women identify publicly as feminist,

You don’t have a place anymore because there’s no one else around like you … so it is a very, very lonely place to be … Even those women and men who support you can’t do it publicly because it’s not safe … Even in the academic arena (when) you’re presenting papers, it’s unusual to do a presentation and not have an Aboriginal woman academic get up and challenge what you’ve said and invariably it will be “You’re not traditional. You’re destroying the foundations of our nations because you are saying what you’re saying.” (Green 2007: 16–17).

Indigenous women stigmatized as feminist have endured political and social ostracization and threats of violence and of other punitive tactics, such as being denied access to programs, funding and so on. For example, Caroline Ennis provides a moving account of the inequality of women’s access to services and benefits in her community and the threats made against activists (Rebick 2005: 112–15; see also LaRocque 1997; Silman 1987). This pressure, together with homophobic taunts about “man-hating,” have tainted feminism for many women and made the label something to be avoided. Addressing the hostility and misconceptions of what feminism is, one 2002 symposium participant said: “in our nation there’s very little known about feminists … I don’t want to be feared.”

Women who have complained about band politics, or distribution of resources, or violence against women and children, sometimes find they are slapped with the label feminist as a pejorative. Jeannette Lavell and Yvonne Bedard, whose challenge to sex discrimination in the pre-1985 Indian Act went to the Supreme Court of Canada in 1973, were “attacked by Indian leaders and labelled ‘white-washed women’s libbers’ who were undermining their Indian heritage” (Silman 1987: 13; see also Rebick 2005: 108). The AWAN and community activist Fay Blaney (see Blaney and Grey Chapter 12) has experienced similar attacks. Indeed, few Indigenous feminists have not experienced this kind of denigration. Sharon McIvor, a 2002 symposium participant who had been vice-president of NWAC, the national Canadian Indigenous women’s organization whose most prominent political objectives had been equal band membership rights and Canadian constitutional protection for Indian women, spoke of her experience: “The first line of offence when you are talking to the [Indigenous male] political leadership
is ‘you’re destroying our traditions and you’re not really traditional. You’re not really an Indian and you’re not really Indigenous if you can do this’” (McIvor and Kuokkanen 2007). Much of this is similar to what non-Indigenous feminist women experience. But in addition, Indigenous women’s authenticity is challenged when they are defined as feminist.

Identity, recognition of identity and access to the rights attached to Indigenous identity are central matters for Indigenous feminists. Colonial states have enforced standards for female behaviour everywhere, with further constraints on Indigenous women. In Canada, for example, the colonial recognition and regulation of “Indians” and then “Eskimos” has been on the basis of colonial registries and conditions tied to patriarchal forms, such as the practice of women being forced to assume the legal and social designation of their fathers or husbands and being deprived of their own identities and autonomy in the process (Green 1985, 1997, 2001, 2009). This has left Indigenous women who did not and do not fit the regulatory system — primarily the Indian Act — unrecognized by the colonial governments and, too often, subsequently by their own communities of origin. Métis have been particularly marginalized by state disinterest in their communities and state refusal to recognize Métis rights, though that is now slowly changing. For many Indigenous women, feminist organizing and analysis has been central to their struggles to claim their Indigenous identities and the social and political aspects of those identities. Their claims have met with indifference from most of colonial society, with resistance from state governments, and too often with explicit hostility and opposition from their Indigenous communities. There is much written about these issues (see Brodsky 2014; Green 1985, 1993, 1997, 2001, 2009; Jamieson 1978; Lawrence 2004; Mawani 2009; Palmater 2011).

FEMINISM

Feminism is both theoretically informed ideology and methodology — the two are inseparable, as feminism is directed at transformative action — based on a political analysis that takes women’s experiences seriously. It is concerned with male dominance and female subordination and other forms of domination that affect women in gender-specific ways; and it is enacted primarily by women’s groups that generally have characteristic feminist processes of organization and of action, including flatter organizational structures and more consensus-driven decision making.

Feminists generally form political groups because the mainstream (or mal-estream) organizations and governments are unresponsive to women’s concerns, and because “private sphere” (Code 2000) preoccupations leave little room for feminist conversations. All women typically find that the conditions of their lives